
YFGM Covid Practicalities

The following document outlines guidelines that every participant of October 2021
YFGM will be asked to follow.

Room Capacities

The maximum overall capacity for numbers has been capped at 75, with individual room
capacities as follows:

● Main meeting room: 75 people

● Community room: 25 people

● Children’s room: 6 people (will mainly be our Nominations committee in this
room)

● Library: 30 people (STEPS for entry, no other access)

● Kitchen: 5 (restricted to those preparing food)

The maximum permitted to sleep in any given room will be half of the daytime maximum
capacity, signs will be in place to indicate both daytime and nighttime capacities for
each individual room.

Covid tests before arrival

We request that all attending complete a LFT, LAMP, or PCR covid test in the 24 hours
before arriving at the meeting house and be able to evidence this at the door, this is in
order to keep everyone in our community safe. Please do not travel to the meeting
house if you test positive for covid, you will not be allowed access to the Meeting House

· We will keep a register of attendees and make use of the existing QR
code upon entry to the meeting house, please sign in to the building
using the NHS track and trace app, or by using a paper sign in form if
you cannot use the app.
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· We will adopt the Bristol guidance (attached) in full, except:

· We will ask all participants to wear masks in line with the guidance, but
will not expect people to wear masks overnight.

· The kitchen capacity is limited to those who are preparing food, and
will try to obtain medical-grade masks to additionally ensure safety

Cleaning Requirements

We note that these additional requirements in order to maintain safety will create
additional work, and that it will be important that the burden does not fall solely on our
Logistics committee. Additional requirements in place are allotted time for
cleaning/sanitizing areas. This is to be the responsibility of all participants and should
not fall solely on either Logistics committee or trustees, we all have a responsibility to
keep one another safe. As with other responsibilities like cooking and door-keeping,
responsibility for cleaning will be shared by all participants, and we ask that everybody
contributes to the best of their ability.

Changes to accommodation bursary

Trustees would like to highlight changes made to the accommodation bursary as listed
below:

Bursaries will continue to be available for anyone who would not otherwise be
able to afford the cost of attending YFGM, and for anyone for whom off-site
accommodation is necessary for accessibility reasons.

We are aware that some people would feel more comfortable staying off-site due
to Covid risk, even though they would normally sleep in the meeting house.
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YFGM will contribute up to 50% of the cost of off-site accommodation, or £100,
whichever is lower, upon providing a receipt.

As always, we encourage people booking accommodation to find the least costly
option that is suitable. There are currently vacancies in the multiple Premier Inns
in Bristol at around £100 per night, and we note that it's often the same price for
a twin room as a single, so consider doubling up with a friend if possible. As
always, staying off-site is at your own risk.

BAQM Covid Guidance in full:

BRISTOL AREA QUAKER MEETING
COVID-19 Safe Method of Working 10 September
2021

This revised Safe Method of Operating was agreed by Bristol Area
Quaker Trustees at their meeting on 10 September 2021. It will be
updated as we  learn from experience.
Hall users means employees, visitors, hirers and volunteers under the
health  and safety legislation throughout this document. Where there are
specific  controls for a user group, this is noted.

Trustees take the view that all hall users need clear advice on what is
expected of them and that all hall users should be aware of that

advice  so that they make an informed decision based on their risk
appetite.

Guidance for Hall Users

1. All hall users (except those who are exempt) should wear coverings
in  the building, except when they are speaking, or taking refreshment.

2. All hall users should sanitise their hands on entering the building.
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3. All hall users should remember to keep the room they are
using  properly ventilated.

4. All hirers should keep records for 21 days of those attending
their  sessions, and should inform the Warden if any of their
number  contracts COVID-19.

5. All hirers should use their best endeavours to clean those surfaces
with  which hall users have come into contact.

6. Kitchens may be used, but no more than one person in a small
kitchen  or two people in a larger kitchen at any time.

7. Refreshments should be prepared in the kitchen, and carried to the
meeting room. If people wish to stay in the room while consuming
refreshments they should remain seated, otherwise they should
move  outside.


